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Refugee Fact Sheet 4 #6: The ArmenSans

The purpose of the Refugee Fact sheet SerieS is to provide background

information on certain refugee gropps that have recently arrived, and are

-still arriving, in the United States. Unlike the refugees from Indochina

and the entrants from the Caribbean, these refugees have arrived in much

smaller numbers: however, they still face deny of the same problems with

language, education; employment, and Cultural adjustment.

Each Fact Sheet'is divided into approximately five secti&ns:

1. Generar.Intrdduction

2, Cultural Background

3. Educational Background

'4. Implications for Learning English as a Second'linguage (ESL)

5. ImplicationS for Orientation.

Thg cultural background section of each Fact Sheet is the must inclusive; it

contains information on the history, geography, language, religion, food,

values and customs of the specific re gee group.

We wish 68 thank all 4 those without whose research and assistance

we would not have been able to put this Fact Sheet'on the Armenians together.

We are especially indebtid to Mr. Larry Cr.ean, Director of the Armenian

Assembly in Los Angeles.

We would also like to thank Stemmer:House Publishers, Inc., for,

permissignlo use the cover design, as originally published in Traditional

Designs of Armenia and the Near East, by Ramona Jablonski.



Refugees

In the U.S.

e

Arthenians .
'With a'known history of several thousaAd years, the Armenians

have
LmOintained a senseof nationalism'in spite of having been

forced from time to

!political

to become qtizens of other countries

created by changing political borderh, 'Since 1920 the Armenian

c. ,,'61,Siwket Socialist Republic haS been one of'themost economically
,i

successful republics in the USSR, rapidlidelveloping from an

agrarian into an industrial'economy.
. :

t

HIGHLIGHTS

Pursuing greater freedom and escaping the harassment they face

in. the Soviet Union, thousands-of Armenian refugees have left

their homeland -- the Armenian Soviet Socialist Republic -- for

the United States

Armenian-refugees

1980 to September

and other countries. Between 4,000 and 5,000

were admitted int the U.S. from October 1,

30, 1981, but ad itional numbers have ,entered

the'U.S. under other' immigration categories.

There are approximately 500,000 ,people of Armenian descent in

the United States. Larger communities are.found in the Boston

and'New York areas, Philadelphia,. Detroit and'Chicago. The

largest,,. however, and the fastest giowing, is in Los Angeles,

where-the Armenian,population is.lastimated to,be 150,000.

e

History

j

,
Recent Armenian history centers on the killing 11.5 million

by the Turks in 1915. Armenians had previously been thOLvic-

tims of similar attacks$ due largely to their geographic loca

Xion. As a result, the Armenians have traditionally been

l'

..,
.

forced to r locate from country to country to avoid persecu,-

tion:1100,000 to 500,-000 having .been driven 'into the USSR in
. ..

the earl
.

20th century. .

. , 4

1



11. I
I. Introduction

Except for the years 1918-1920, the Armenians have' not possessed an inde-

pendent nation since 1375. Accordingly, their history is one of constant migra-

tion, although iltitil the early 20th century they generally stayed within their

"homeland" in the ea of Turkey and Russia. This homeland was inconveniently

located in the path of various conquering armies, resultin4 in the persecution,

exploitation and forced migration of the Armenians throughout history.

k
Thisrhistory of migration has led to the Armenians being'a fiercely inde-

)

pendent, proud people with'a distinct cultural; linguistic and religious iden-

tity.tity. Such an identity has been_ necessary for them to maintain a sense of
. 6

nationhood while being a minority group in various countries.

The most 'recent migration has been from the Soviet
oc

Armenian Soviet Socialist Republic.' Those who are able

to come to the United States, ,where they join the

in this .country.

Uni9n, specifiCally the

to leave are most likely

illion Armeniang already

In a large number of .cases, the refugees were not born in the USSR but in-

stead migrated into that country after World War II. Many were- persuaded to

enter by a Soviet propagandasbampaigri encouraging them to "return to their home-

land" in the ASSR. This campaign, based primarily on the Soviet's need for man-
.

power'in the newly-industrialized republic, was often successful in its appeal
*.

to the Armeniani' nationalism.
a

Many of those who entered the Soviet Union at this time were disappointed

with what they found. Being unable to fit into that country's economic or poll-
.

tical system, they have attempted to leave the Soviet Union for the following
.

reasons:
.

1. a search for totalbreligious freedom. A Christian people for almost

1,700 years, the Armeniahs plaOe'great value an, their religion. Many

fear that in thp fUture their freedom may be restricted,,so they leave

the Soviet Union to insure that their religious practices can continue

witholit government-interference.

2. Persecution in a communist Country. Traditionally-an economically in-

dependent people, Armenians (like other Soviets) are discouraged from

participating in "capitalistic" ventures.

. 3. A search for ereedqm. Unwilling to live under the repression they per-

dive in the Soviet Union, thousands come to .live in the U.S. and other

free countries even if they have not themselves been victims of perse-. *

cution.

A
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.There 'are sole Armenians entering ,the United states fromothkr countries

i
.

specifAally.the'kiddle East -- but the numbers pie stall and many these are
not classified as refugees but are 'instead (for example) immigrants joini.ng
families in the United States.

The number, of Armenian refugees entering the United States is difficult to
- .

determine because of legal, classifitetions (similar cases may be categorized

Pdifferently and the failure to differentiate among Soviet refugees ofdifferent
ethnic groups other than "Jewish" and "non-Jeigish.." A U.S. State Department

report inditated that the number of refugees from Cher Soviet Union in the year, . .

ending September 39; 1981. was 28,7-98; of wh ch 5,524 were "non-Jews, principally
Armenians." A'ccordingly, this would place thenumber:of Armenian refugees
entering the U.S. tietween 4,000 and5,000.1

.Estimates by Armenian groups tend
to he higher:'

Armenian refugees from the ASSR spend three months in'Italy for proce sing
before they enter the United States. The majority have settlpd'(.and continue to
settle) in the Los Aqgeles area-,, but many enter the New York metropolitan area,,

Chicago, and'the Boston area, where there are large Armenian communities4

Religion

The importance-of religion in Armenian history is reflected n their pos-
sess1ng the oldest Christian church in the world, a cathedral built by St,

Gregory the' Illuminatonin 303. It id'ain Echmiadzin, near Yerevan, and is con-
sidered too be the center of Armenian Christianity.2 It is the,seat of the'4

Armenian-Apostolic Church, the official state religion since 301. The re is also
a signifiCant P'rote'stant population and a small number of Roman Catholics. Any
American city with a sizable Armenian population will have, at least one Armenian

o 4

Apostolic'Church and usually,an Armenian Protestant Church as' well.

Although religious practic/is tolerated in the ASSR; there may be state

sanctions,against it. For example, a,religiously active Andividual. may be

passed over for a job or may haye difficulty obta ining adequate housing.-
Therefore, many refugees seek complete religious freedom by leaving the Soviet
Union. 4

Perhaps the single mostimpe'rtant element of Armenian life, the Church pro-
m
,

pro
yides much orthe

'sbasis for nov only.religious but and ce.41.1ra l activi-
;

,

,ties as weft'. Therefore, the Church can ,be an important source of-support in
4. A. .

,.
the resettlement 'of newly-arrived Armenian refugees inthe United States. ..

6



Arts

The Armenians enjoy an extensive. literary history, much of their literature
. ! .

being nationalistic and historik.al In Reading for not only educational

and religiouR but also recreational purposes is -an important cultural value,, and

the literacy rate has always been high' Important works in English about

Armenians include thbse by William Saroyan, who was known for his'short stories,
/ -

plays, poems, and essays. .Michael J. Arlen's works, such.as Passage to Ararat,

have, a very strong nationalistic flavor. Tha' best-known Armenian composer, Aram

Khachaturian,_is'similarly very nationalistic in his work.

Traditional folk arts such as singing, dancing and crafts continue to

thrive, promoted largely through religious and social organizations,in the U.S.
.

as well as in the ASSR:'

a

Names

Armenian names are easily recognized. As in Americ% the family name is

last, the given name first. "Dicran Hagopian: Hagopian 'is the family name,

Dicran the giv6MOname. Middle names are,vey rare. Family names almost always

end in -ian (meaning "son of"), -yan or -y.

SocialoStLcture

tike thp rest of the Soviet Union, 'the ASSR is a relatively classless

'society, at least-lir-its formal social structure. The main he.irarchy exists in

6

itS governmentpositions,which sometimes may be denied to religiously active

' people. Because of Armenian respect for the church, however, clergy are deeply

respected and have considerable influence.on their_ parishioners. Priests are

therefore leaders of the social as well as religious.
i

community, although they

.may have little overt political influence. Secular leaders Are more likely to .

derive power from their politica; success.
4

MIA of. the Armenians',subcess over the centuries has been attributedto
. .

-
the strength. ortheir family system. "The Armenians had strong family loyalties

, 1

and ,easily identified thqir welfare with that of their group... The Armenian

had-every,reason to" work hard'and save, since economic self - sufficiency was'' a
. ,

fami/y.incentive."'I
. .

i

.

The basic unit is. the nuclear family,.as in the.Uilited States, but ties
, .

with the extended family 'tare palso powerful. Great value is plced on "taking
I _ *

,care of ourselves," not only yithin,the failY)_but,within the Armenian community

ki-as a,whole It is therefore very important to arriving-refugees.to resettle

with any relatives they may have in the U.S.



4

Armenian's in the United States tend to be hard-working, independent and t ,

successful: "The simple .facb.is that Armenians like to work, es"peorally for

themselves.
n4

There is a powerful adherence to the work ethic, many Ar menians

fitting into.the common pattern of immigrants who come to the United States

impoverished but become economically successful within .a relatively short

number of years. This is particularly trut of Soviet Armenians who arrive with

4marketable skills, even though they may experience initial und eremployment due

,to the language barrier. Not surprisingly, the Armenians tend to be politically

conservative, especially those who came to escape from communism.

U.S. Armenians divide into several political camps based on their 'views
,

and hopes regarding the "Armeniah qUestio
4
n" of independence and cultural

preservation. The issues surrounding the different viewpoints are complicated

and not readily defined. In general, loyalty to specifio,political perceptions

are reflected primarily in the refugee's choice of church to attend.

rn spite of these political differences, Armenians are supportive and

devoted to the concept of "us as Armeniaar'.`" There is general agreement that

their culture must be preserved, the only disagreement being how best to achieve

that goal.

II. Cultural Background

The Armenian people, generally believed to be of Indo-European stock, can

be tracked back to 2350 B.C. Since before` the birth of *Christ they have inhab-

ited the general area bordered by Turkey on the West, Iraq to the So9th, Iran.

to the East and Russia to the North. However, .the actual location, size and

shape of the Armenian Empire has varied drastically from the thousand -mile long
... y .

.

4
empire of Tigran.the Great in 70'B.C. to the current Armenian Soviet Socialist

. . ...

Republic with 11,500 square miles.5

History

0 In spite of being over 3,000 years old as a people4 the Armenians view their

history and tradition as Christian. In fact,stheir self-desCription as "'the

"first Christians," while technically inac6ur1 ate, is, supported by their being

the first nation to_declare Christianity_as its .state' religion. This declare-
.

tion occurred in 301, when, according to legend, Gregory the Illuminator exor-

Cised demon that had possessed Armenia's king, Teridate 111.6 Christianity

remains 'an extremely important part of Armenian tradition and day-to-,day life

and continues to be tolerated by the USSR.

:I
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_There have been live different Armenian Kingdoms in the list 2500 years,

but none since the year 1375 A.D. (other than the very short -lived Armenian

Republic to 1918 - 1920). At that time they were invaded by the Ottoman Turk's

-and became a minoritypwithin Turkey and Persia.?

The greatest problem facedby the Armenians under 14th century Turkish

domination was the opposition of their Christianity and the Turks',Moslem,

beliefs%9 Still, the Armenians were "the Turks' favorite minority,...valued not

only for their loyalty but for the services they performed for the Turks" as 'a

skilled working class within the Turikish economy.9 "Their existence side by

side.on thd same soil for five centuries unmistakably indicates their inter-

dependence and mutual interest." 10,
. 45.

This peaceful coexistence ended in the late 19th Century however, with.a

series of events tPlit led tote of the most severe massacres in human hi.story.

Rather than any Specifi veldpment, growing Turkish nationalism, and reli-
.

gious fervor are seen as the initial cause of the first massacre; which took

place in 1895 -96. Between 100,000 and 200,000 Armenians were killed, and more

would have died had' it not been for the voiced outrage of England, France and

Russia. Describing this. as the first attempt to commit genocide, historian

Arnold Toynbee states that, "The (Turks') scheme was nothing less than-the

extermination of the whole Christian population within the Ottoman frontiers.

Nothing reMainedobut to use the opportunity and strike a stroke that would never

need repetition." 11

A few years of peace followed until 1909, when 30,000 were killed in the

area of Again, no apparent event caused the massacre other than the

increasing animosity between them,'and growing'Turkish determinatio'n to exter-

minate the. Armenians. 12

The final massacre, which.exterminated almost two- thirds of the Armenian

population, occurred in 1925 and is commemorated each year on April 24.

Turkey's stated reason for the persecution was that it was a response to acts of

treason'against the Turkish government by the Armenian community. Historians,

however, view the massacre as having resulted,from the anti-Armenian stance of
r

the Turkish governmerit at that'time, based ,more on ethnic dislike than. on actual

provocation by the Armenians."

The first people.to be killed were the intellectual" and clergy, leaders

of the oommunity. The resulting social disorganization`prevented any

resistance by the Armenians. 14

-7
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The final stage of the massacre was a two-pronged deportation. ,Armenian
k-

soldiers -- who had formed a large part of the Turkish Army in effect became

prisoners, their, wIrpons confiscated. Civilians were forced to. leave their

homes' and march in the general direction of Russia. While most deaths resulted

from/exposure and deprivation, hundreds of thousands were'killed by either the

Turks or by tribes in the area who robbed the exiled Armenians before murdering

them.

By the end of the massacre, 1.5 million people_were killed'. In fact, this

event was pften used by Adolf Hitler as.proof4f the world's tolerance of brutal-

ity and'genocidl.

The collapse of the Transcaucasian Federation in 1918 led to Che establish-,

ment 1,f-ttre-first independent Armenian Republic since 1375.15 Although fintlly
ti

recognized as an independent state by the Allies of World War I, Armenia was

much smaller than the original homeland, both in size and population.

The independent republic was short-lived, however,, as international support

\for it waned. In 1920, Armenia was abSorbed into the Union of Soviep Socialist

Republics as the ASSR.

enian Soviet Socialist Re ublic

The smallest of the 15 republics in the USSR, the A$SR has a population

of approximately three million, 90% of whom are Armenian. Russia had histori-

cally een'a haven for Armenians escaping persecution in other lands, so there
.

wasLa. sizeable Armenian population even before the exodus tesulting from the

1915 massacre.

The ASSR was originally rural and agricultural, but since the 1930's it has

become increasingly urban, with 62% of the population now residing inccities.

The largest city and, capital is Yerevan; with a population of cloqp to one

million.

While agriculture continues to be saccessful, 73% of the ASSR's economic

value is now in industry and the republic is'a Major supplier of industrial

goods to the rest of the USSR. In fact, it is the most economically successful

republic.16 Much -of- the- population accordinsiy higtly educated.

The relationship of the Armenian people and the USSR can he best described

as an uneasy coexistance. The USSR permits religious practice perhgtg fear-
,

ing that forbidding it would lead to civil ultest due to the importance'-of reli-

gion to the Armenians -- but subtly, .harasses tjiose who are active members of

7
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their churches. There are also subtle attempts to "de-nationalize" the

Armenians so that they'will identify more closely with being Soviets than
°` Armenians, but such attempts have thus far not been particularly successful.

Because of their history as a persecuted people who have had .to move from one
area to another,. ehe Armenians are particularly sensitive to and aware of indi-
cations of impending bersecution; sometimes resulting in'uncertainty and anxiety
even at rel atively calM, peaceful times.

Geography ,

Armenia contains some.extensive mountain ranges with arable valleys, but
most of the ASSR is a.dri plateau. The 'climate is less than.plesant,' .with
short, hot summers and long, severe wint re. While the success of agriculture
is more a reflection of the skill of the farmers than the quality of the land,N

the mineral wealth of the5ASSR is an important part of the republic's industrial
success.

17
Culturally if not physically, the most striking geographic feature

of the Armenian homeland is 17,000-foot Mt. Ararat, the legendary site of thee
landing of Noah's Ark. While it is in Turkey, the, peak is Clearly visible from
the ASSR.

Employment
.

It is difficult to generalize about the employment of the Armenians because
of the occupational diveriity in the ASSR thatrIsuited from its transition from
an agricultural to an industrial society. Those who leave Armenia to-come to

are generally skilled workers or professionals representing virtually
every field.

LanglAge

The Armenian language is generally divided into two dialeCts; the Armenian
alphabet of 38 letters is used by both-East Armenian speakers in the USSR and
West Armenian speakers in the Middle East. The,two dialects are mutually
intelligible and communication can easily take place' beCween speakers of each.

There is- moredivgsity in spoken dialects,,however, of which there are 50.
Some of these -are sufficiently different to prevent.cross-communication, but
the Messer 'dialects are rarely used and are ty pically oonfined.to .small villages.



III. Educatidnal Background
ti

.

Armenians, like other Sogiet groups, have a high level of eddcationi par-,
1

ti ularly when compared to refugee groups from other-countries. The literacy

fa e of Soviet, adults 1. Over 99%)18 certainly among the highest in the world.
.

Armenian School Systems

Because of the linguistic diversity inhe'Soviet Union, schools use

Armenian as the language of instruct-ion, althoug the study of Russian is com-.

pulsory.
/ .

Citildren are often placed in nursery schools at the age of three months and

pre-schools -- comparable:to American)day-care centers -- at three: Education

is universal and compulsory from the ages of 7 to 15, when students attend pri-

',many schools that emphasize reading and other basic skills. Secondary.school

starts at 14 or 15, lastirig two to four years depesding,on thelktudent's area of

specialization.

There is some local control of schools by the equivalent of, an Ameridan

school board within each republic. Thus .education in the ASSR is largely

controlled by Armenians, although they are, of course, answerable to the

national puthortties and must follow policies dictated by them.

Higher Education

A yotith who has completed secondary schooling may either start working or

enter a university, institute, or polytechnic'institute. Admission, policies

' favor students who have worked for a few years befgreeurthering theii educa7

Lion, encouraging them to work aftlr finishing secondary school.

There are three types of higher education' available to the student:

1. Universities', which emphasize the humanities,and ure sciences;

2. Institutes, which are specialized schools in one field such as

economics,* medicine and'music, similar to American professional schools;

3. Polytechnic institutes, which 'differ from instItutons in that "several

studies will be.groupeCtogeDher on a bioader scientific haie."I9
's

Sixty percent of university students_are "worker who hold outside

jobs and (typiaally) attend schpol part- rather iharifuli-time. This tradition,
-

is strongly encouraged as a weans of, bolstering the wprkCorce as well
1
as

broadening-the studentat,experience. In fact, legal sanctions exist to insure

-10- 12



that employers and universities allow the employee/student adequate flexibility

. to.meet both responsibilities.

Implications for Education

USSR educational.practices help prepare Armenians for life in the Uhited

States, largely through familiarizing them'with the educational practices and

traditions of an' industrialized society. 'Adjustment to chool is therefore not

as difficult as for many other refugee groups.
. . 4

Particularly helpful is the use of bilingual, education in Soviet schools
g

which provides the students wj..th the experience of lear ing a second language.

This will ordinarily facilitate their learning,English in the United States

(although relatively few arrive' With prior knowledge of the language).

Finally, the tradition of working while in school -helps prepare refugees

for the necessity of working while attending language classes, since few will

be able to postpone working until they haie learned English.

The solid educational background of most Armenians.and their extremely high

literacy rate, then, are important strengths facilitating their adjustment to

life in the United States.

IV. Implications for Learning English,as a Second Language (ESL)

Armenian belongs to the. Indo- European family of languages, sharing a common,

although remote, ancestry with English. Armenian°forms an important branch of

the Indo-European language family, parallel to other branches such as the Slavic,

Iranian, Germanic, Celtic, and Romance (Italic). Classical Armenian, also known

as Grabar, was spoken as early as the Fifth Century:

The two principal dialects of contemporary Armenian are known as Modern

Eastern Armenian, spoken in the ASSR and other republics of the USSR, as well

as'in Iran and other areas of Western Asia; and Modern Westernmenian, former-

ly spoken widely in Turkey, and now used in Lebanbn, parts of Western Europe, and
%

,

in North America. Most of'the Armenians who Settled in the United States prior

to World. War II speak "Western Armenian, while recent arrivals from the Soviet

Union speak Eastern Armenian. The literary forms for Eastern and Western
o

Armenian are fairly similar; hOWever, the coloquial forms of the two dialeCts

differ significantly, although there is mutual comprehension between dialects.

ti
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There are probably fewer than four million speakers of Armenian today, :the
°

9) .

mafclrity living, in the-USSR.
,..

, .

Modern Armenian (both Eastern and Western) is written in an alphabet that

was devised in the fifth century. It is not certain whether the Armenian alpha-
. : ,/

bet was modeled on the Greek or the Syriac form o' writing. -Theowritten system
I> * ,l

goes from left to right and a distinction is made between capital and small.

letters. Punctuation mark§ are used, but these differ fy6m those found in

English. The sy'Rkt(i) is used at the end'of all sentences. Questions,ankix

indicated by a special symbol 0-) that is placed over the question-word or' the

item that is being queStioned% Interrogative sentences also end with the

symbol: (.). A comma is used much like in gnglish. A.period is used in written

ArTenian where English would use a colon or_semi-colon as well as in abbreviac.

.tions. Although the notion of punctuation will transfer from Armeniah to

English, the specific, marks used in Elfish will constitute potential problems,
.

particularly the period.

Most ethnic-Armenians speak 40-menian-in the Soviet Union. Armenians are

very proud of their language and have, succeeded in maintaining it under Jif-

f icu lt circumstances. Armenian-speakers are highly influenced by Russi an,

however, the de facto national language of the Soviet Union. Therefore, most \

Armenians coming from the Soviet Union are apt to be fluent in both Armenian and

Russian. Since Armenian is of limited vise ouyide the USSR, a knowledge of

Russian is a requirement for economic survival elsewhere in that country. In

addition to Russian, other LanSUages specific to the Soviet Union may also be

knoEqn such as Georgian, Ossetic, etc.).

-This knowledge of the Cyrillic (Russian) alphabet will facilitate learning

the English writingsystem since many' of the letters in both Russian and `English
A

have similar shapes:` A, B, C, E, x4 M, 0, P, T, X, Y. However, some of these
4

' letters have different sound values in Russian than in English: B is pronounced

as C is always pronounced as ss; P has the value of r; X has, the value

strongly pronounced h; Y has the value of oo; etc. b

9 .
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'
A,sample of printed Armenian appears below. tlote'in particular the

1

punctuation:

4-es
-1 1i c--

to Cfro4ems141, CrAft...* pn cr HO. A
Amy, Y. Coo.honweil, 4...%es.,a fit Le. k k1. Sem 4.

tAlAsk fi..1wc 24r -e-se

ic.411,11.
it/'"""1 11 434P """shi 91'41"C tF '1"1 tes

r-sw,i,

2t-4.F- trb ci-s-st'.f-21. irP., zstV dr -.

ModernEastern Armenian (MEA) has six distinct vowels and 30 separate

consonants. The vowels are similar tb those in Spanish: (a], (e], (0),

(1.1] there is a Sixth vowel, (e), that is similar to the vowel in English cut.

The MEA consonantal system is quite complex. MEA has a three-way `distinction in

its stop consonants (stops' are sounds like English t, k, whereas/.

English has a contrast between voiced, aspirated voiceless stops and glottalized

voiceless stops, (p/be-A/d, k/g), MEA has a distinction between voiced, aspi-

rated voiceless stops aneglottalized voiceless stops. Aspirated stops are

similar to the stops made in English in such words as pay, tie, key (a any puff

of air is released after the stop is made). Glottalized stops, which do not

occur in English, are made when the vocal cords are closed then released as the ;

stop is released '(if you try doing this, you marhear a popping sound when

pressurized air is released).
e 1

b d j g (voiced)

p" t" ch" k" (voiceless and aspirated)

p' t' oh' k' (voiceless and glottalized)

Eastern Armenian-speakers learning English will not have much of a p"roblem

learning to pronounce English stops since the aspirated stops are fairly close

to voiceless equivalents in English. MEA has a series of affricates that will not

be a source of problems for the learners: ts", ts', and dz.

The following fricatives occuI in MEA: f s Sh kh (voiceless)

v z zfi 'gh (voiceless)

Kh and 4hrepresent sounds that do not occur in English. Zh is like the 's' in
,

,
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pleasure. MEA has the following sonorants: m, h, Y, 1, and two' types of r -

sounds: one similar to English 'r', and another similar to Spanish or Italian

trilled (rolled)''r'.

Most of the consonants in MEA ter in clusters and occur at the end of

words in a manner similar to English Consequently4theModern Eastern Armenian

speaker should not -have a major probl

areas of difficUlty are:

1., MEA 1 ip pronounced like Englidri in .late; the 1
.

a major problem for the learner; _

2. The two sounds in English thy and thigh will be a

sounds like these do not occur in MEA.

Because English has more vowel distinctions than MEA,

m learning English consonants. The only

speakers learning English will have problems with some of

soujd in bill will be

majon problem since

Eastern Arme an-

them. The following

at, caught,.distinctions will probably present major problems: the vowel in

put and the difference -between 't /bit, bet/bait, should/shoed, bought/boat,
_

bet/bat, cot/cat.

Most words in MEA are stressed on the final lable, unless.the final

syllable has the vowel [6],' in which case stress fans on the next-to-last

syllable. This means that English stress will be a 'problem, particularly where

lish distinguishes between words. on the b/sia of stress: export (noun) .vs.

exp. verb).

MEA, -as well as Modermiiwestern Armenian, has en influenced'by surrounding

languages. Turkish, the South Caucasian Languages and Iranian in particular

have modified not only Armenian vocabulary but also pronunciation and syntax

of MEA

thesetherefore-unusual compared to other Indo-European languages. Some of ese

characteristics that may be the source of problems for-the Eastern Armenian-

(the rules for constructing sentences). Some of the characteristics are

speaker learning English are:

1. MEA has an equivalent to English 'the'; however, what corresponds ta the

definite article isa suffix (either [-e] or [-n])'that is added to the

noun:

wine [gin]) the wine [gini-n]

meat M1s] the meat [mis-e]

2. MEA has no direct equivalent to English indefinite articles (a, an,

(some, any).
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If a noun does not have the definite suffix, then it can be'assuilled to

be.indefinite: /

. ..,

.. , r

,
J

(mis] 'meat' or 'some meat'

(chnekhghakhOe) 'a cigarette', 'cigarette"

(chnekhghakhOe-4) 'the cigarette'

4. I

I'
English indefinite articles will probably a source of problems for

the Eastern Armenian learning English.

3. There are two ways to indicate possession in MEA. One way, somewhat

similar to English, involves a possessive pronoun (similar to my),

excep.Ctliat thenoun being possessed has to tave the definite

it:

(im andn-e] (my - mime - definite suffix) 'my name'

The other way is to attach a suffix to the noun to indicate the

possesdor:
,

[antin--6s] (name - possessive suffix) 'my name's

_4. The third-person singular pronouns will be,a'particular source of

problems since, MEA does not have gender distinctions in.its.pronoun
- ,

system. This.means that MEA has one pronoun that'corresponds to the

English.he/she/it. The third.person-singular possessive pronoun ir
a

can be deleted, leaving the 'noun - definite suffix to indicate third

person possession:

(ir andn-e) his/her/its-name-definite suffix means 'his/her /its name'.

However, (antin-e) without the possessive'pronoun can also mean

'his/her/its name' as well as 'the name.'
4

5. Present tense in MEA is indicated by the following pattern:

,verb stem - um - present tense forms of BE
v

gem- um .em = [gen7um em]

The MEA equivalent of 'to be' is used in forming this present tense and a

form like (gen-um em] is equivalent _to English "I go," "I am going," VI

do go." Since MEA does not have a distinction between simple present

and progressive, forms and forms of the MEA verb meaning 'to be' are used

in the present ten* formation in MEA, the Armenian-speaker learning

Ehglish will have problems learning the present tense as 11 as the

difference between prggressive and nonprogressive forms of e verb.

6. .In general, MEA does not ,use subject pronduns unless>special emphasis is

being placed on them. English always requires a pronoun to appear.

- 15 -
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Thus English subject pronouns will be a.source of:problems for the

learn r. Note further that given the ore that MEA marks the verb with

speci is pronominal suffixes, the subject pronoun is not really needed.

7. MEA marks plural in essentially the same situations as English except in

cases in which a plural number is used et a noun, in which case the

noun is in the singular.

Was t'ari) (ten-year) 'ten years'

8. MEA usestwo structures that correspond to.English relative clauses.

One of the two structures is similar to the. English andds placed after,

the noun that is being modified; the, alternated structure is participial

in nature anPde., Unlike Englis , it is placed before the noun 'that is

being modified.

9. Modern Eastern (Armenian generally uses subject-object-verb order,

0 althovh ot1 patterns also occur. Because English generally uses

subject-verb-subject word order,'additional practice will be needed.
Ak

f
V. Implications for Cultural Orientation

Armenian .refugees bring with them many strengths and advantages which will

facilitate their adjustment to life in the United States.

Perhaps the most important of these is the fact that most Armenians are

O literate and well-educated. Naturally, this will .be of benefit to them in

learning English, particularly since most have experience in learning a second

language. 'Unlike refugee -groups who-do not, have classroom experience, Armenians

1

are 'familiar .and rtable with the demands of formalized education. These

factors will ostensibly enable most refUlgees to adjust to life In the United

States

Similarly, most Armenian refugees are skilled workers or professionals,

often possessing skills that are marketable in the Uni d States. While
. .

. .

underemployment may result. from language problems or diff rences in licensing

and professional 'Standards, the future is still brighter for the refugee with

skills.that enable him or ,her to obtain relatiVely meaningful employment.

' The centrality of Christianity to Armenian life cannot be overemphasized.

Much of the Armenians' identity is based on their Christianity, and-many left

the Soviet Union to enjoy greater religious freedOm. The church can therefore

be an extremegirnportant source of support in the U.S. For a newly-arrived
. )

refugee, joining a church Can mean integration into the Armenian community.

.18
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Ibis is essential to adjustment to life in this country in terms of potential

social support.
'., )

.4 finally, most refugees enter areas such as Los Angeles where there is

alr!ady an established community of Armenians. The more established Armeniaps

numbernn help the refugees in a umber of ways: intevretation, orientation, social ,
1

functions, English classes and other practical services in addition to providing

gnerai emotional support. Programs provided by °Ionizations such as the

?rmenianGeneral Benevolent Union, the Armenian Asgeulkly, the Armenian

vangelical Social Service Center and the Armenian Relief Society provide infor-

ation,referral and ocial services to refugees and immigrants ranging from

.

elEnglish classes t.6 ployment services to Private elementary schools. Such
\

/ groups provide invaluable services to incoming refugees by providing culturally-,

I

/ appropriate asRistance that is usually of high profes ional quality.'
d'

Like all refugee groups, howev,er, the Armenians f ce a number of barriers to

their adaptation to life in the United States.

Thelanguage barrier is apparent as Ion as the refugee steps off the plane
.--

Ad is ofteh the first problem' that must be overcome. Inability td speak

English can affect all aspects of life, ranging from grocery shopping to seeking
..e

employment. In addition, inability to speak English brands the refugee as an

"outsider," affecting his or her acceptance by 'Americans. .

4
A second major problem is underemployment. Because%of the language barrier,

refugees often must accdp t a job far below their skill level and experience,

e.g., a doctor working as a lab assistant. This results in extreme frustration

and financial difficulty, often accompanied by thedisappoin ment that results.

.)
when one realizes that he cannot immediately find the succes he came to this

country to achieve. Even 'after the langJage barrier has been dvercomel#IEEA

refugee may remain underemployed because of differences in licensing and pro-

fessional standards. In this way, the strength of past work experience, can work.
00",r

against the refugee in the initial 4tages of resettlement.

Aspfor all refugees, culture shock is an almost universe; problem. Even

though many.refugees have not beeri in `the Soviet Union all their lives, they .are

.still "Sovietized" in,many respects and have trouble adjusting to the freedom of
-

making their awn decisions. This sometimes resulAts in an emotional immobilize-

t.on that requires intervention and guidance from sponsors', ervice providers or

others. Similarly, many are shocked by the "open society" bf the U.S. and have

diff culty accepting and joining thd cultural diversity they find in this country.

19
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In addition to these p cific problems are the usual differences l, bund
.

in

moving to a new country:_ differences in food, basicsocial practices, govern -

ment

. ,

systems, etc. force the refugees to change many aspects of their behavior
t

-,to better fit in to the new society.
0

While the presence of an established-Armenetn 'community in the U.S. is an .

important resource, some members of this' established community. may not .be recep-

tive of the incoming refugeed. Some nationalists feel that the refugee's should
-

stay in thd USSR and fight fo a free Armenia; others see the refugees as being

an unpleasant reminder of their' own past suffering; and some Armenians are

worried that the incomiall"Sovietized" refugees may harm the generally positiv4

reputaticiA that U.S. Armenians enjoy. While the e?cisting community must be used

as a resource, the sponsor or service prolider cannot assume that every'

already-present Armenian iq necessarily going to be willing to help incoming

llefugees. Care must be taken in mobilizing such resources, to insure that only

those with a sincere interest in helping actually become involved with the refugees.

Life in a new country is not easy for any refugee. -The Armeniani, however,

bring with them many cultural ancP4Professional strengths that can be utilized.

to help them develop for themselves a successful life in the United States.

Ar-p-ez.
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For ftirther information regarding the cultural and histoticaLbackground-o Ct_kle,Armeniciris

Je(

and their resettlement in the United States; the folloN,Png organizations work closely
C ,

Armenian refugees: /' ee.

ArmenianAssernbly (1".

California Council and Resource Center
4250 Wilshire Blvd.
Los Angeles, California 90010

. (213) 933-5238

Armenian Assembly
Notional Office
1420,N St., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202) 332-3434

Armenian General Benevolent Union
589 North Larchmont Blvd.
Los Angeles, Califcirnia 90004
(213) 467-2428 S..4- \c 4

. -

Armenian Missionary Associai-idn of America,' Inc.
140 Forest Avenue .;.,

Paramus, New Jersey 07652
(201) -265-2607 /

.... . . .

...and fhe staff of the Language and Orientation Resource Center of the
Center' or Applied Linguistics. , \

. 1.1! .?.°
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